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Introduction 
 
Because there is no possible way to forecast UUCA’s future income or expenses in any useful 
way at this moment, the Finance Advisory Committee and Board of Trustees agree that we 
should proceed with a “normal” budget, knowing that nothing is normal right now.  Due to the 
timing of approvals needed, it makes sense to use this budget for voting at the annual meeting, 
but to have an alternate budget that we can present as a “possible plan” at that meeting if it’s 
sensible to do so by then.  By mid-May we will have more actual data from April and even part 
of May that can be used to make more meaningful projections of future income and expenses.  
No matter what we use, I assure you that real-life income and expenditures will be different. 
 
At the moment, we have no idea how far off of normal our budget may be as next year’s fiscal 
year progresses.  This month (April), income looks to be down about a quarter, but expenses 
are also down some, too.  We do not have an immediate cash flow problem and our financial 
condition looks good through June 30.  This is especially true as we were able to obtain a 
Payroll Protection Program loan (from the CARES Act) that will cover payroll expenses through 
May and June (8 weeks).  This is a forgivable loan of around $90,000, although we expect we 
will have to repay about $15,000 since we can only use the loan for payroll and utilities and our 
utilities costs are not as high as ½-month’s payroll, which is how the loan amount was 
calculated.  As for commitments for 20-21, they are still coming at about their normal amounts. 
 
Income  
 
Last year’s projection for commitment income was greatly mis-estimated by applying our 
historical 4% increase to a fundraising goal we missed rather than to the actual result for the 
2018-2019 annual budget drive. So, to correct that, the Finance Advisory Committee reviewed 
our actual commitment and income history to determine a feasible goal for the 2020-21 annual 
budget drive.  We agreed that $670,000 would be a reasonable number for that line.  Right 
now, we are missing about a quarter of our commitments (not unusual by this time of year--
sadly), but our guesstimate shows that using $670,000 is a comfortable number.  (If we take the 
commitments we have and assume all outstanding commitments remain the same as last year, 
the sum is slightly above $670,000.) 
 
Expenses 
 
Expenses are estimated in two ways.  For items that are administrative, we use historical 
numbers to project future ones.  For program items under control of various committees and 
staff people, we use numbers provided by the affected parties.  In this year’s budget, all 
program requests were accepted as they fit into the projected income total. 
 



Personnel Expenses 
 
Total personnel costs including benefits, but not professional expenses, is $491,000.  That is 
about 60% of UUCA’s entire budget.   
 
In examining our staff salaries, everyone on staff (I’m using this word to refer to our program 
and administrative staff and not childcare workers and A/V techs) is at least 30% above the 
minimum of their UUA salary range except the RE Coordinators who were only at 11% of their 
range, and the Director of Administration who was at 17% of her range.  Additionally, Rev. 
Jiménez documented that our RE Coordinators function more like Religious Educators and 
should therefore be placed in a different salary range entirely.  This budget addresses these two 
issues by increasing the Director of Admin’s salary to match the 30% from minimum number 
and increases the RE Coordinators salaries to match 48% from minimum.  This is what the 
budget can take on; we chose not to use the higher Religious Educator scale at this time. 
 
Bottom Line 
 
This budget is balanced, with $813,680 of income and $812,815 of expenses (a surplus of $865). 
 
 


